
Use Relax Far Infrared Ray Sauna 10-20 minutes daily!

Detoxify naturally, improve circulation, burn fat and 

improve skin condition effortlessly!

Relax Semiconductor System 

control temperature automatically.



Why is energy necessary?!

Eggs can not 

become chickens 

without incubating 

even though they 

have a lot of nutrition

A premature baby 

must be put in an 

Incubator to add 

energy, otherwise 

they can not live.

Humans will die 

without energy.

Nutritious food won’t 

benefit without 

energy.



Relax FIR energy is good energy !

If you remain 30cm range while using Relax Radiator, No matter 

how longer you use, your skin won’t get burned and dried at all! 

If your skin can absorb, it means that energy is helpful to you! 

You can try it to feel the power of Relax energy!

How we gauge if it is absorbed by humans?

No matter how long you use Relax Radiator the temperate on 

your skin will not be over 45℃. The energy does not 

accumulate, and it is the best test of transmit and absorbing.



Gravity pulls down the body cause many parts of body being blocked up due to the 

nutrition in our body can not pass through. If cells cannot receive enough nutrition, 

the new cells can’t be created. If our body are filled with old cells, how can the skin be 

tender and elasticity.

Dry and yellow old skin! 

Wrinkle will appear when old skin cells 

replace every 50 days.

Let the whole body receive the 

nutrition uniformly by Relax 4~14um 

energy wave. While cells are healthy, 

skin will be beautiful and young.

Beautiful and smooth skin!

Healthy cells reproduce every 28 days.
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Refer to many studies, 

heavy metals could 

storage in brain, 

kidneys and organ 

tissue, then slowly 

damage your health!

Clean the metals by 

using Relax Sauna 

everyday, and the 

metal won’t have 

enough time to stay in 

your body to hurt your 

health and beauty 

anymore!



The black sweat left on the towel after using sauna! 

Relax Sauna help naturally detoxify  your body!

Provided by Diane Malloy / 408-226-6400/ www.NewBreathofLife.com

Certified Colon Hydro-Therapist & Certified Natural Health Professional





• I am forever indebted to your company for the health benefits I have derived from your Far Infrared Sauna.  Allow me to 

give you some background.  I am a gerontologist and holistic health counselor, board certified by the Association of 

Drugless Practitioners.  In my quest for health and longevity, I discovered that I had extremely high levels of heavy metal 

toxicity, including mercury and lead.  Though they had been going down with supplements, Zeolite, removal of my mercury 

fillings, foot detox pads, chlorophyll, cilantro and DMSA treatment over the last couple of years, I could not get them to 

normal levels.  My holistic MD had been telling me to get a far infrared sauna to detox from my heavy metals, but I didn’t 

think I had space for one in my home, nor did I know which one to select.

• Quite by accident, while I was attending the ACAM (American College for Advancement in Medicine) conference, I was 

talking to one of the MDs who was lecturing about detox, and was asking her about the FIR saunas. She recommended 

one she was using in her practice, which turned out to be your model.  Imagine my delight when I found out it was totally 

portable and could easily fit into a small closet, and set up in less than three minutes.

• I was so amazed that after only about a month of use, not only did my labs show my heavy metals were now normal, but I 

discovered that my cellulite was dramatically improved.  Within a few months of daily use, my skin texture dramatically 

changed. My cellulite was over 65-70% improved, and my skin was no longer dry. It was nothing short of amazing. 

• Since I enjoy eating, and used to have a weight problem, I was thrilled to burn 600-1200 calories in each session, 

depending on how long I use the sauna for.  In this way, I have been able to consume a great deal more calories, without 

gaining weight.  Again this is a miracle for me. 

• Of course, my studies and research in natural health have documented that most disease is a result of accumulated toxins. 

The top medical doctors in the field of environmental toxins have emphasized the importance or eliminating the toxins 

stored in the fat in our bodies, via sweat produced by far infrared rays of 4-14 microns.  I had never perspired much, other 

than a few beads of perspiration here and there, (which is possibly why I accumulated toxins in the first place). I was 

shocked and delighted that with your FIR sauna, I literally pour sweat.  And it is at the proper wave length of 4-14 microns.  

My body composition has been documented and my fat has gone down from 38% to 20%.  I have attached before and 

after pictures (NOT retouched in any way.) Although I will be 56 in September, 2008, I am told I look like I am in my late 

30’s or early 40's.  I actually feel like I’m 18! 

• I also used to have occasional knee and back pain and the sauna alleviated that, too, not to mention that it is deeply 

relaxing 。

• I have a variety of tools in my “wellness arsenal,” but I must say that the FIR sauna is the single most important device I 

have ever used.  In my practice, I tell my clients that it is an essential tool for wellness and longevity.  

• Kudos to your company for such an outstanding product! 

• I rarely miss a day of using my FIR Relax Sauna.  To say “thanks a million,” would be an UNDERSTATEMENT.  If anyone 

ever has any questions about the quality or efficacy of your saunas, or the outstanding service you provide, please feel 

free to use me as a reference. 

• With great appreciation, Karen Russell, MA, HHC/ www.HealthyLifeAdvisors.org/ 818/347-8955

http://www.healthylifeadvisors.org/


How do we clean Relax Sauna ?

Relax FIR Sauna Self-Clean automatically

Relax Energy is made of hi-tech 

Semiconductor Chips can kill the 

germs inside of the sauna 

automatically by idle running for 5 

minutes after using.

Influenza is everywhere, you just get 

into the sauna for 5 minutes after you 

get home. The germs will not be taken 

into your home by you and your family 

will also stay young and healthy by 

using Relax Sauna everyday.



Relax FIR energy can sanitize and filter out 

germs and impurities in the air, and make the 

air cleaner & fresher

Influenza is everywhere, you can 

use Relax radiator anytime. The 

air around your will be purified  

and the germs will not get into 

your body easily.  

You can see the result of killing 

germs by Relax energy in SGS 

Laboratory report.



Relax FIR Sauna is made of the hi-tech Semiconductor Chip 

in Taiwan with self-temperature feature and it is 100% safe 

even if you put the tissue paper in the heater.

Relax Sauna is made with 40 pieces hi-tech self temperature control 

semiconductor. The wavelength and temperature are already set up by 

program. The wavelength is 4~14um, which can be absorbed by 

human and temperature had been set up under the ignition point, so it 

is very safe even you put the tissue paper in the heater. 

Self Temperature control semiconductor Chips

RELAX energy120 volts of currency 



The difference between Relax FIR Sauna 

and other saunas.
FIR Sauna Wooden Sauna Steam Room Electrical panel 

hot house

To warm up 

before use

None Have to wait 15 to 

30 minutes for 

warm up

Have to wait  

about 15 minutes

Until water boil

Have to wait about 

15 minutes

Stable 

temperature 

conditions

Stable  

temperature

just like take a   

hot spa

Feel like hot 

spring without 

water and energy is 

uniformity 

Even temperature 

but too dry
Uneven

temperature

hot steam is 

rising up but foot 

and lower parts 

of body are still 

cold .

Uneven

temperature.

Both sides or 

three sides which 

is made by electric 

heating panels for 

partial irradiation 

effect 1500W high power 

but not high-

temperature and 

can provide deeper 

sweat 

Can’t breath 

smoothly; skin will 

feel hot and 

painful due to dry 

heat

The humidity is 

too high for 

complete sweat.

Power is not 

enough, and 

uneven irradiation 

case effect is not 

good enough.



The difference between Relax FIR Sauna 

and saunas  on the market? (Continue)

FIR Sauna Wooden Sauna Steam Room Electrical panel 

hot house

Cleaning and 

maintenance

It can be clean  

with duster. Relax 

Energy can also 

sterilize, 

dehumidify, and 

deodorize. 

Wood will absorb 

the sweat, then 

become germs and 

smell terrible . It is 

not easy to clean, 

and require 

replacement

You have to 

clean it every 

time after use. 

Difficult to clean, 

and heater and 

cover are  stick 

together. Once 

the sweat being 

absorb into the 

clothing, it is 

almost 

impossible to 

clean them

space comfortable, 

portable and 

convenient

It not easy to  

installed for normal 

family. 

Small, and feel 

pressed.

.

Small, and feel 

pressed.



Difference between “pirated” Sauna and The 
Relax FIR Sauna.

You can naturally detoxify, improve circulation, lost weight and improve skin condition 
effortlessly by using Relax energy Sauna for 10 to 20 minutes daily. 

• These are the benefits of purely Relax energy to human body. Those can not be 
seen in pirated goods which can only heat.

• You can pull out the heavy metal effortlessly after using Relax Sauna! 

• Relax energy has patent support ; 100 % safety; never get burn and high efficiency 
of warming. 

• Relax Energy’s wavelength is 4~14um, which can be absorbed by human. No matter 
how long of the usage, temperature on human skin will not be over 45℃ .

• Relax Energy can sanitize the air to avoid toxic smell.

• Relax SKYEYE Radiator has FDA 510K number (K053376).

• Relax Energy is generated by FIR ceramic semiconductor, which can control 
temperature automatically, and not dangerous even if you put paper into the heater.

• Pirated sauna is so cheap because their heat source is just a normal heater like ordinary space 

heater. The ordinary electric can just provide the heat, but can’t filter the bad energy which is not 

good to human. The heat to human is sweating the surface only, it can not achieve the deep 

muscle relaxation and deep detoxification effect due to its lack of power and purification.

copy heater



Relax energy is a medical certify energy!

•USA FDA 510K NO. K053376

•TAIWAN GMP

•TAIWAN MEDICAL NO.001366

•CB. CE. GS. 

•ISO 9001



Use RELAX energy radiators at any time can improve pain, 

relieve muscle and joint pain, wound healing, relieve 

arthritis, convulsions of muscle, back muscle soreness!

800W



Emission spectrum ranges from 

4 to 14 microns. 

FDA report shows Relax FIR 

Energy is 4~14um which can be 

absorb by human body.



The "CHUNG CHENG " Far Infrared Ray healthful 

Lamp (Medical FIR Radiator) Model #CH-8810 

may be used for (temporary relief of minor muscle 

and joint pain and stiffness, the temporary relief of 

joint pain associated with arthritis, the temporary 

increase in local circulation where applied, and 

relaxation of muscles. In addition, the lamp may 

also help muscle spasms, minor sprains and strains, 

and minor muscular back pain.

The curative effect of Relax radiator is 

marked in the page two of the report.



(Clinical )Heal over the wound!

If microcirculation doesn’t work well, part of the cells will not get 

enough nutrient and the cells will die easily.  Once cells died and that 

part can’t get enough nutrient to self repair, it will cause non-healing 

wound. On the other hand, once cells can get nutrient and repair by 

itself the wound can be heal quickly. 


